janusGATE Mobile
MOBILE EMAIL MANAGEMENT
Secure mobile e-mail connectivity

Why worry about mobile email security?
You want your people to be more productive and they want more flexibility, so they’re
using mobile devices far more often. Email is by far the most used mobile application and
your people are sending, receiving and holding more data than ever. Much of it is your
corporate data and, outside your network, you can’t control it. Add to this how small and
portable mobile devices are and how frequently misplaced or lost, it’s easy to see why
mobile email security is a concern.

Assess the problem?
How big a problem it is, depends on how you plan to solve it. If you want to control all
emails to all mobile devices, it’s a big problem. If you want to prevent mobile email access
altogether, that’s a problem too: if you lock down your environment, some will find a way
around your rules, and you won’t know which ones, how or how often.

Make the problem smaller
You could:
 Prevent all mobile access to email but you’ll lose productivity and staff
 Allow access for a few but you’ll get a fraction of the productivity gain
 Rely on MDM software but you’ll control the devices not the information
 ‘Contain’ emails but it’s expensive and turns the device ‘into a brick’ - or
you could make the problem much smaller. You could give everyone email on any device
and focus on stopping just the 5-15% of emails that are sensitive.
That is what janusGATE Mobile does.

Focus on sensitive email
janusGATE Mobile filters your email traffic before it reaches the mobile device and, if
sensitive, alerts the user with a simple message to access the full information from their
corporate desktop. janusGATE Mobile’s flexible rules set can be varied to suit your situation,
such as by:







Identifying privileged information by email subject
Restricting content based on email classification
Blocking all attachments yet letting emails pass
Stopping emails but letting calendar or contact information pass
Stopping any Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
Redacting specific types of information.
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Make it simple, cost effective
With janusGATE Mobile, you can solve the mobile email security problem with a fraction of the
cost and complexity of other options. You gain:
 Mobile device independence—your staff can bring any device that uses ActiveSync and
you won’t have to reconfigure it or its operating system. The filtering is based on the traffic
not the device.
 Fast deployment - you can give new or temporary staff or partners secure short term
access and tailor the filtering to their role or ‘need to use’.
 No changes to mobile device—no extra software or configuration for the devices and no
loss of functionality or speed for users.
 No interference with network—the connection between the device and Exchange Server
isn’t affected, and you can continue to use existing security like TLS or IPSec for
authentication or encryption, too.

BENEFITS

Supported Devices
Any that use ActiveSync

iPhone & iPad

Android

Blackberry

?
Windows

Symbian

Future

Choice
Let employees bring the devices they want and change devices when new ones are released.
Let them work where and how they wish, knowing your sensitive emails are controlled.

Productivity
Get the full gains promised by mobility, by giving your people access to email wherever they
are, whenever they work, whatever the device.

Adaptability
Add new devices, customise rules per device or by role, connect external partners, or take
on temporary or contract employees, and give them secure mobile email access quickly.
Scale-up without high cost, unnecessary complexity or delay.

Flexibility
Secure your sensitive emails, whether you have an email classification system or not.
Start with simple filtering rules to suit your situation and change them as you need.
janusGATE Mobile works with any email classification system or none. It’s your choice.

Operating Environment
janusGATE Mobile operates with Microsoft
Exchange Server 2007 and 2010. ActiveSync
e-mail clients are present on the following
smartphone operating systems:
 Apple iOS (iPhone, iPad)
 Google Android
 Windows Phone/Mobile
 BlackBerry
 Nokia

Peace of mind
Reduce your risk by replacing sensitive information before it’s delivered to mobile devices.
Enforce your policies for email to mobile devices and enhance your compliance.

Evaluate janusNET products
by completing the webform

Your local janusNET sales partner is:

About janusNET
janusNET was founded in 2004 after 11 years of research, development and
innovative thinking about securing electronic information. We develop solutions
and products to enable and enforce security classification policies and advanced
messaging solutions. Our technology is used globally in government and
private enterprise.
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